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(57) ABSTRACT 

A segmentation method of a frame of image information 
including a plurality of spaced DNA spot images corre 
sponding to a plurality of DNA spots. The image informa 
tion includes image intensity level information correspond 
ing to said DNA spots. The frame is stored in a memory 

device and a set of image information Within said frame 
including a selected set of the DNA spot images is selected. 
A grid including a plurality of spaced grid points corre 
sponding to said selected DNA spot images is generated, 
such that each grid point includes position information 
indicating the position of the grid point Within said frame. 
The current position of one or more grid points are adjusted 
by: selecting a ?rst bounding area in the frame around the 
current position of the grid point; generating a ?rst position 
update including position information for updating a current 
position of said grid point to a ?rst neW position Within the 
?rst bounding area, the location of said ?rst neW position 
relative to said current position being a function of intensity 
level of at least a portion of the image Within the ?rst 
bounding area; generating a second position update includ 
ing position information for updating said current position to 
a second neW position in the frame, said second neW position 
being in a geometric arrangement With the position of grid 
points around said grid point; and updating said current 
position With the position information of the ?rst and the 
second position updates, thereby shifting said grid point 
toWard the corresponding spot image. A display method 
diaplays image information corresponding to a plurality of 
DNA spot images of at least one DNA spot, the image 
information including image characteristic values including 
background and signal intensity levels. For each DNA spot 
image: (1) background and signal intensity levels are 
extracted from the image characteristic values for the spot 
image, and (2) difference values betWeen the background 
intensity levels and signal intensity levels are determined. 
For each DNA spot: (1) the corresponding difference values 
are related a range of graphic values, (2) a graphic value for 
each difference value is selected; and (3) the selected graphic 
values are displayed. 
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AUTOMATED DNA ARRAY IMAGE 
SEGMENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

RELATED APPLICATION 

[0001] This is a Continuation Application of application 
Ser. No. 09/020,155, ?led Feb. 7, 1998, noW pending. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to DNA array image 
analysis, and, in particular, to automatically segmenting 
DNA array images into individual DNA spot images for 
quanti?cation. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] Cellular behavior is primarily dictated by the selec 
tive expression of a subset of genes. Normal groWth and 
differentiation depends on the appropriate genes being 
expressed in a desired context. Various disease states alter 
the normal expression of genes as compared to normal 
tissue. For example, malignant transformation of cancer 
tissues involves or induces altered gene expression. Through 
signal transduction cascades and transcriptional netWorks, 
alterations of one gene can impact a large number of genes 
and result in global effects on cell behavior. Regulation of 
translation and post-transcriptional modi?cation play sig 
ni?cant roles, but, invariably, signal transduction pathWays 
lead to the nucleus and changes in gene transcription. 

[0004] Therefore, there has been enormous interest in the 
development of techniques that alloW the analysis of differ 
ential gene expression betWeen different tissues or cell lines. 
One such technique includes use of ordered micro-arrays 
that alloW tWo color ?uorescence detection of hybridiZation 
signals. Individual DNA targets are arrayed on a small glass 
surface and hybridiZed With ?uorescently labeled heteroge 
neous DNA probes derived from cDNA. The amount of 
?uorescence at each DNA spot correlates With the abun 
dance of that DNA fragment in the probe mixture. 

[0005] Using micro-arrays, gene expression levels can be 
quantitated at up to thousands of genes simultaneously. As 
hundreds of the same array can be printed, numerous tissues 
can be easily analyZed for relative expression levels. As 
such, the technique provides a poWerful neW tool for ana 
lyZing differential gene expression in numerous biologic 
problems. In addition to the determination of gene expres 
sion differences betWeen tissues, genomic micro-arrays are 
useful for genomic mapping, genomic ploidy measurements 
and as hybridiZation targets for genomic mismatch scanning. 
Such techniques require rapid quantitative analysis of ?uo 
rescent hybridiZation for hundreds to tens of thousands of 
DNA spots. As such, there is a severe bottleneck in gene 
expression data collection due to inadequate methods for 
processing of individual DNA spot images for determining 
the quantitative ?uorescent hybridiZation levels. 

[0006] Some existing methods include manual processing 
of DNA spot images using a generic image processing tool, 
such as NIH image. Using such a tool a user visually locates 
each DNA spot image in a micro-array image, and moves a 
display pointer to each spot image, and manually de?nes a 
small area around the spot image. The image processing tool 
then reports image intensity values Within the small area. 
The user then manually records the intensity values and 
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continues this process for other visually located DNA spot 
images in the micro-array image. 

[0007] HoWever, such manual methods are impractical for 
micro-arrays With more than a handful of spot images. 
Further such methods are tedious and repetitive, requiring 
considerable time and effort. For example, With a micro 
array image having about 600. DNA image spots, such 
manual methods can take about 8 hours of Work, and 
resulting in quanti?cation of only a limited number of image 
spots Which visually seem to have a “good” expression level. 
As the micro-array density increases and becomes more 
complex, use of such methods becomes even more prohibi 
tive. For example, current micro-array siZes range from 
several hundred to 1,200 genes, arrayed in a 1.8><1.8 cm 
area. As tip fabrication has improved, arrays With greater 
than 50,000 genes are viable. Such methods are also prone 
to various errors, including errors in manually recording the 
intensity values. Further such methods provide inconsistent 
quanti?cation of intensity values, both for different spot 
images measured by a single individual, and for multiple 
individuals making measurements from the same micro 
array image. 

[0008] To alleviate the shortcomings of manual methods, 
some existing methods automate the process of locating 
DNA spot images from micro-array images and quantifying 
corresponding expression values. Such methods utiliZe a 
computer to manually position a cell grid on an area of the 
micro-array image containing an array of DNA spot images. 
The grid can be resiZed and individual columns and roWs of 
the grid can be manually adjusted to better ?t the arrayed 
pattern of DNA spot images. The grid position is then used 
by the computer to quantify the expression values using the 
intensity levels at each cell in the grid. HoWever, such 
methods are in?exible since the grid placement requires 
extensive user interaction to ?ne-tune the grid. Further, the 
grid used in such methods is either completely ?xed in 
shape, or has limited global ?exibility (e.g., resiZing and 
rotating the entire grid). 

[0009] Such limitations cause a major handicap in most 
DNA array image analysis applications since DNA spots are 
never perfectly formed in a regular grid pattern in a micro 
array such as shoWn in FIG. 1. Although a robot used in 
spotting DNA fragments on a glass surface has positional 
accuracy to Within 15 um, larger variations in the precise 
spacing of the arrayed DNA spots occur due to surface 
interactions of the solution With the silaniZed surface and tip 
variations. Moreover, printing tips are dif?cult to fabricate 
and many do not Work uniformly. Therefore, as shoWn in 
FIG. 2, not only are DNA spots occasionally placed out of 
the regular grid pattern, but they also vary in siZe. It is 
therefore rare to have a ?xed grid that can match exactly the 
pattern in the micro-array. Though in existing methods the 
grid can be manually resiZed, rotated, and a column or a roW 
of the grid can be moved, the individual grid cells cannot be 
manipulated Therefore, such methods are impractical for 
most DNA array image analysis applications, and specially 
for high density micro-arrays 

[0010] Further, DNA spot image signals derived from the 
micro-arrays are susceptible to surface noise and laser 
re?ection, due to surface dust. And, nonspeci?c DNA bind 
ing to the silaniZed surface occurs in a non-uniform pattern 
creating a varying background of ?uorescence over the 
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surface. Existing methods are unable to cope With irregular 
micro-array pattern, search for DNA image spots, and accu 
rately quantify speci?c signals While accounting for the local 
background. 
[0011] Other existing methods do not use a grid at all but 
apply a “spot” ?lter to detect locations in the micro-array 
image Which “look-like” DNA spot images. HoWever, using 
such methods it is dif?cult to de?ne What a spot should look 
like. Furthermore, extensive noise and variations in the spot 
shape, due to the processing and scanning mechanisms, 
signi?cantly reduce the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the 
spot images. Thus, the detection scheme misses many real 
spots and processes many false patches in the image as real 
DNA spot images. 

[0012] Another disadvantage of existing systems is their 
inability to display micro-array image pixel intensities, 
corresponding to gene expression values in related DNA 
spots for example, in an intuitive manner. As such, the user 
cannot easily determine gene properties in such DNA spots. 

[0013] There is, therefore, a need for a DNA array image 
analysis method for automatically segmenting DNA array 
images into individual DNA spot images for quanti?cation. 
There is also a need for such method to process irregular 
micro-array patterns, search for DNA image spots, and 
accurately quantify, and intuitively display, speci?c signals 
While accounting for the local background. 

SUMMARY 

[0014] The present invention satis?es these needs. In one 
embodiment, the present invention provides a method for 
segmentation of a frame of image information including a 
plurality of spaced DNA spot images corresponding to a 
plurality of DNA spots, the image information including 
image intensity level and intra frame position information 
corresponding to said DNA spots. The method of the present 
invention comprises the steps of: (a) transferring the frame 
of image information into a memory device; (b) selecting a 
set of image information Within said frame including a 
selected set of the DNA spot images; (c) generating a grid in 
said memory device, the grid including a plurality of spaced 
grid points corresponding to said selected DNA spot images, 
each grid point including position information indicating the 
position of the grid point Within said frame; and (d) modi 
fying a current position of at least one grid point corre 
sponding to a spot image to shift the grid point toWard the 
corresponding spot image. Step (d) can be repeated for said 
grid point and for all the grid points of the grid. 

[0015] The step of modifying said current position 
includes: selecting a ?rst bounding area in the frame 
around the current position of the grid point; (ii) generating 
a ?rst position update including position information for 
updating a current position of said grid point to a ?rst neW 
position Within the ?rst bounding area, the location of said 
?rst neW position relative to said current position being a 
function of intensity level of at least a portion of the image 
Within the ?rst bounding area; (iii) generating a second 
position update including position information for updating 
said current position to a second neW position in the frame, 
said second neW position being in a geometric arrangement 
With the position of one or more grid points around said grid 
point; and (iv) updating said current position With the 
position information of the ?rst and the second position 
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updates, thereby shifting said grid point toWard the corre 
sponding spot image. The DNA spot images can be in a 
substantially tWo dimensional array arrangement, and gen 
erating the grid can include generating a tWo dimensional 
array of grid points spaced according to a predetermined 
criteria. 

[0016] The method can further include the step of seg 
menting the selected set of image information by selecting 
at least one image segment de?ning a segment area around 
a grid point and including a spot image With minimum 
distance from said grid point, said segment area being a 
function of the spacing betWeen said grid point and one or 
more neighboring grid points. The selected set of image 
information can further be segmented into a plurality of 
image segments corresponding to the plurality of grid points 
in the grid, each image segment de?ning a segment area 
around a corresponding grid point and including a corre 
sponding spot image With minimum distance from said grid 
point, said segment area being a function of the spacing 
betWeen said grid point and one or more neighboring grid 
points, Wherein each spot image is contained in a corre 
sponding image segment. 

[0017] The method of the present invention can further 
include quantifying at least a portion of image information 
in said image segment to obtain image characteristic values 
for said image segment. The image characteristic values can 
include DNA information for a DNA spot corresponding to 
the DNA spot image in said image segment, said DNA 
information including gene expression values. 

[0018] In another aspect, the present invention provides a 
method of displaying image information corresponding to a 
plurality of DNA spot images of at least one DNA spot, the 
image information including image characteristic values 
including background and signal intensity levels. In one 
embodiment, the display method includes the steps of: (a) 
for each DNA spot image: (1) extracting said background 
and signal intensity levels from the image characteristic 
values for the spot image, and (2) determining difference 
values betWeen the background intensity levels and signal 
intensity levels; and (b) for each DNA spot: (1) relating the 
corresponding difference values to a range of graphic values, 
(2) selecting a graphic value for each difference value, and 
(3) displaying the selected graphic values. The steps of 
relating and selecting can include associating each differ 
ence value to a segment of a pie chart having multiple 
segments, and the step of displaying the selected graphic 
values can include displaying said segments as a pie chart. 
The area of each segment of each pie chart can be a function 
of the magnitude of the associated difference value. 

[0019] In another aspect, the present invention provides a 
softWare system for con?guring a computer system com 
prising a processor, and a memory device, to perform the 
steps of the methods of the present invention described 
above. The present invention also provides a computer 
system including means for performing the steps of the 
method of the present invention. 

[0020] As such, the present invention provides a method, 
softWare system and computer system for automatically 
deforming a grid to locate individual DNA spot images and 
to quantify the spot images for measuring the local signal 
and background intensity values for the spot images, and to 
display such values. The method and softWare system of the 
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present invention automate data quanti?cation and extrac 
tion in DNA array image analysis applications. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0021] These and other features, aspects and advantages of 
the present invention Will become better understood With 
regard to the following description, appended claims and 
accompanying draWings Where: 

[0022] FIG. 1 is a graphic representation of a frame of 
image information including DNA images spots correspond 
ing to an ideal micro-array of DNA spots; 

[0023] FIG. 2 is a graphic representation of a frame of 
image information including DNA images spots correspond 
ing to a typical micro-array of DNA spots; 

[0024] FIG. 3a illustrates the steps of an embodiment of 
a DNA array image analysis according the present invention; 

[0025] FIG. 3b illustrates the steps of an embodiment of 
adjusting the position of a grid point in the method of FIG. 
3a; 
[0026] FIG. 4 is a graphic representation of a grid With 
uniform spacing used to locate DNA spots in a typical 
example micro-array according to the method of FIG. 3a; 

[0027] FIG. 5 is a graphic representation of the grid of 
FIG. 4 deformed according to the method of FIG. 3a to 
substantially match placement of DNA spot images in a 
micro-array; 
[0028] FIG. 6 is a graphic illustration of updating the 
position of a grid point in a grid according to the method of 
FIG. 3b; 

[0029] FIG. 7 is a graphic illustration of segmenting a 
frame of image information including DNA images spots 
according to the method of FIG. 3a; 

[0030] FIG. 8 illustrates an example How diagram for 
program instructions for implementing the DNA array image 
analysis method of FIG. 3a; 

[0031] FIG. 9 illustrates the steps of an embodiment of a 
display method according the present invention for display 
ing quanti?ed image information corresponding to DNA 
spots; 

[0032] FIG. 10 illustrates differential gene expression 
levels for different images of a micro-array displayed as pie 
charts according to an embodiment of a display method of 
FIG. 9; 

[0033] FIGS. 11a-a' illustrates differential gene expression 
levels for different images of a micro-array displayed as bar 
graphs according to another embodiment of a display 
method of FIG. 9; 

[0034] FIG. 12 illustrates an example How diagram for 
program instructions for implementing the display method 
of FIG. 9; and 

[0035] FIG. 13 is an example block diagram of a com 
puter system for implementing the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION 

[0036] In one embodiment, the present invention provides 
a method for automatically locating an array of DNA spot 
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images 10 Within a scanned image frame 12 of a DNA 
micro-array or a DNA macro-array, shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 
2, Wherein each spot corresponds to a particular gene or gene 
fragment. The method of the present invention is applicable 
to both high-density micro-arrays, Where spots are closely 
packed together on a solid surface, such as glass, With 
several thousands of spots placed in about 1 cm square area, 
and to macro-arrays With larger spacing of spots on surfaces 
such as membrane surfaces. 

[0037] FIG. 2 is a graphic representation of the frame 12 
of image information for a micro-array of DNA spots, 
including the DNA spot images 10: Typically, the image 
frame 12 is generated by scanning a micro-array With a 
particular laser frequency. The spot images 10 are not in 
perfect alignment to each other, and there are large ?uctua 
tions in intensity, shape, and siZe of each spot in the 
micro-array. The image information includes intensity levels 
for the spots corresponding to the level of expression of a 
particular gene. 

[0038] Referring to FIG. a, an embodiment of the method 
of the present invention comprises the steps of: (a) storing 
the frame 12 of image information in a memory device 14 
(step 16); (b) selecting a set 18 of image information Within 
said frame 12 including a selected set of the DNA spot 
images 10 (step 20); (c) generating a grid 22 in said memory 
device 14, the grid 22 including a plurality of spaced grid 
points 24 corresponding to said selected DNA spot images 
10, each grid point 24 including position information indi 
cating the position of the grid point Within said frame 12 
(step 26); and (d) modifying a current position of at least one 
grid point 24 corresponding to a spot image 10 to shift the 
grid point 24 toWard the corresponding spot image 10 (step 
28). Step 28 can be repeated for said grid point 24 and for 
all the grid points 24 of the grid 22. 

[0039] The method of the present invention can be imple 
mented as program instructions for con?guring a computer 
system 34, further described beloW, to perform the steps of 
the method of the present invention described herein. The 
computer system 34 includes a processor 36, the memory 
device 14, an input device 38 and a display 40 Using the 
computer 34, a user selects an image ?le containing the 
image frame 12 (control image) for processing, stores the 
image frame 12 in the memory 14 and displays it on the 
display 40 as the control image 12. The control image 12 
includes a plurality of pixels each having an intensity level 
and a position Within the control image 12. The user then 
selects an image region 18 in the control image 12 by 
de?ning approximate four corners 42 of the image region 18 
using the input device 38. If not all corners 42 are visible, 
due to lack of DNA product at a particular location, the user 
can guess at a rough placement for a missing corner. Anchor 
spots can be used depending on the experiment to guarantee 
that all corners are visible. 

[0040] The user then speci?es the number of columns, C, 
and roWs, R, of arrayed image spots 10 in the selected region 
18. The computer 34 then automatically generates the grid 
22 With equal spacing betWeen each pair of corners having 
R roWs and C columns Within the speci?ed region 18. The 
grid 22 comprises R><C grid points 24, one grid point 24 for 
each intersection of a roW With a column. Each gird point 24 
in the grid 22, except for those along the edges of the grid 
22, is displayed as connected to its four neighbors to the 
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right, let, up, and doWn, through an elastic connection 46. 
This placement of the grid points 24 establishes the starting 
con?guration of the dynamic grid 22 as shoWn in FIG. 4. 
The grid 22 can be represented in the memory 14 using tWo 
matrices: a ?rst matriX comprising an adjacency matriX of 
siZe R><C><4 Where each roW number refers to a particular 
intersection point in the grid 22 and each column number 
refers to the neighboring intersection points arranged in a 
North, West, South, East fashion, and (ii) a second matriX 
comprising a position matriX of siZe R><C ><2 specifying the 
absolute location of each grid point 24 in the control image 
12. 

[0041] Since it is assumed that the piXel intensity corre 
sponding to DNA spots images 10 in the image region 18 are 
greater than their surrounding background 50 intensity val 
ues, the computer 34, according to the above steps, auto 
matically shifts each grid point 24 toWards local regions 
With the highest intensity values in subsequent iterations of 
said steps, Wherein each grid point’s location in the image 
frame 12 is modi?ed. FIG. 5 illustrates an eXample repre 
sentations of the grid 22 With grid points 24 so shifted. A 
similar process can be applied to the image frame 12 in 
reverse video. Referring to FIG. 3b, an embodiment of the 
step of modifying (step 28) comprises: selecting a ?rst 
bounding area 52 in the control image 12 around the current 
position of a grid point 24 (step 54); (ii) generating a ?rst 
position update including position information for updating 
a current position of said grid point 24 to a ?rst neW position 
48 Within the ?rst bounding area 52, the location of said ?rst 
neW position 48 relative to said current position being a 
function of intensity level of at least a portion of the image 
Within the ?rst bounding area 52 (step 56); (iii) generating 
a second position update including position information for 
updating said current position to a second neW position 49 
in the control image 12, said second neW position 49 being 
in a geometric arrangement With the position of one or more 
grid points 24 around said grid point 24 (step 58); and (iv) 
updating said current position With the position information 
of the ?rst and the second position updates, thereby shifting 
said grid point 24 toWard the corresponding spot image 10 
(step 60). 
[0042] The position matriX elements are modi?ed and 
updated by the computer 34 during multiple iterations of the 
above steps. FIG. 6 is a graphic illustration of updating the 
position of a grid point 24 in the grid 22 according to the 
above steps. In the embodiment of the invention described 
herein, the ?rst position update comprises a normaliZed 
direction vector d, based on the piXel intensity values Within 
the ?rst bounding area 52 around the grid point 24. The ?rst 
bounding area 52 can comprise a bounding boX of siZe r><r, 
or a circle of radius r centered on the current position of the 
grid point 24. The direction vector d can comprise an 
average or a Weighted sum of vectors de?ning arroWs 
originating at the center of the ?rst bounding area 52 and 
ending at a plurality of the piXel locations Within the ?rst 
bounding area 52. The intensity value at each such piXel 
location can be used as the Weight coefficient for calculating 
the Weighted sum of said vectors. The direction vector d can 
be based on the direction of the local intensity gradient. 
Other Weighting coef?cients can also be utiliZed. 

[0043] An eXample calculation of the direction vector d 
for said bounding boX of siZe r><r is described beloW. The 
bounding boX is represented as a matriX P in the memory 14 
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With n columns and m roWs, and elements pij corresponding 
to image intensity values at a location (i, in the bounding 
boX. The direction vector d is calculated as: 

[0044] XLENumber of piXels from the left edge to the 
center of P 

[0045] XRENumber of piXels from the right edge to 
the center of P 

[0046] ytENumber of piXels from the top edge to the 
center of P 

[0047] ybENumber of piXels from the bottom edge to 
the center of P 

[0048] Using a priori information about the location of 
DNA spot images 10 in the frame 12, i.e., almost a uniform 
2-D array, the second position update is generated to place 
an additional constraint on the movement of the grid points 
24. In the embodiment described herein, the constraint 
maintains the position of a grid point 24 in a linear geometric 
arrangement relative to position of one or more of neigh 
boring grid points 24 in vertical and horiZontal directions. 
Other geometric arrangements such as curves can also be 
selected. The neighboring grid points 24 can be selected by 
the user, or automatically selected by the computer 34, to 
include one or more of ?rst and second order neighbors of 
the grid point 24. In this embodiment, the second position 
update comprises another direction vector e, de?ning an 
arroW pointing at the mean location of the mid point betWeen 
the ?rst order neighbors in the horiZontal direction to the left 
and right of the grid point 24, and the mid point betWeen the 
?rst order neighbors in the vertical direction to the top and 
bottom of the grid point 24. The direction vector, e, attempts 
to keep the spacing betWeen adjacent grid points 24 equal by 
using a linear geometric arrangement discussed above. 

[0049] An eXample calculation of the direction vector e for 
a grid point 24 With a spatial position vector L having 
elements LX and Ly is described beloW. Eight ?rst and second 
order neighboring grid points around said grid point include 
spatial vectors: (1) A With elements AX and Ay, (2) B With 
elements BX and By, (3) C With elements CX and Cy, (4) D 
With elements DX and Dy, (5) E With elements EX and Ey, (6) 
F With elements FX and Fy, (7) G With elements GX and Gy, 
and (8) H With elements HX and Hy, as shoWn in diagram 1. 
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[0050] The vector e is calculated as: 

[0051] When said ?rst order neighbors are used: 

[0052] When ?rst and second order neighbors are 
used: 

[0053] The computer 34 then linearly combines the direc 
tion vectors d and e to obtain a direction vector t for updating 
the position of the grid point 24: 

[0054] Where 0t and [3 are Weighting coef?cient param 
eters, With an example 0t or [3 range 0 to 10. The larger the 
value of [3 relative to or, the stiffer are connections 46 
betWeen adjacent grid points 24. 

[0055] The spatial position L of said grid point 24 is then 
updated as: 

[0056] Where 1] is the update rate With an example range 
of 0 to 1. The upper limit of said range for 0t or [3 is inversely 
proportion to an upper limit of 11. 

[0057] The local neighborhood siZe de?ned by the ?rst 
bounding area 52 for each grid point 24 can be gradually 
reduced after each iteration, or every feW iterations, of the 
modi?cation step 28 described above. The number of itera 
tions is typically around forty and can be increased or 
decreased by the user to optimiZe the grid position appro 
priate for the image spots 10. 

[0058] After a number of iterations, the user can instruct 
the computer 34 to perform further tasks according to the 
present invention, including: (1) executing more iterations to 
optimiZe the location of the grid points 24, (2) redraWing the 
grid 22, (3) canceling out of the grid placement, or (4) 
accepting the current grid placement and proceed to seg 
mentation and quanti?cation steps 30, 32 described beloW 
All of the above steps can be implemented using program 
instructions to be executed by a computer. 

[0059] Referring to FIG. 7, once the user is satis?ed With 
the grid position, the method of the present invention further 
includes the step of segmenting the selected region 18 into 
a plurality of image segments 62 corresponding to the 
plurality of grid points 24 in the grid (step 32). Each image 
segment 62 de?nes an area around a corresponding grid 
point 24 and includes a corresponding spot image 10 With 
minimum distance from said grid point 24. The siZe and 
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shape of each segment 62 for each grid point 24 is a function 
of the spacing betWeen said grid point 24 and one or more 
neighboring grid points 24. 

[0060] As an example, for the tWo-dimensional grid 22, 
the programmed computer automatically segments the 
image region 18 into the segments 62 each having: (a) a 
Width substantially equal to the smaller of: the distance 
betWeen the positions of the grid point 24 in the image 
segment 62 and the midpoint betWeen said grid point 24 and 
an adjacent grid point to the left of said grid point 24, and 
(ii) the distance betWeen the positions of said grid point 24 
and the midpoint betWeen said grid point 24 and an adjacent 
grid point to the right of said grid point 24; and (b) a height 
substantially equal to the smaller of: the distance betWeen 
the positions of a said grid point 24 and the midpoint 
betWeen said grid point 24 and an adjacent grid point to the 
left of said grid point 24, and (ii) the distance betWeen the 
positions of said grid point 24 and the midpoint betWeen said 
grid point 24 an adjacent grid point to the right of said grid 
point 24. 

[0061] The method of the present invention can further 
include the step of quantifying at least a portion of image 
information in each image segment 62 to obtain image 
characteristic values for the image segment 62 (step 34). 
Each spot image 10 in an image segment 62 can be used to 
measure the gene expression signal value and local back 
ground intensity levels according to a number of different 
user selected quanti?cation methods. Five example quanti 
?cation methods are described beloW. 

[0062] Segmented Intensities: This method includes sort 
ing all the pixel intensities Within an image segment 62, 
selecting a portion, for example the top 10%, of said 
intensity values, and calculating the mean of the selected 
intensity values as a signal value. A similar portion, for 
example the bottom 10%, of intensity values is also selected 
and its mean value is provided as the local background 
intensity level. 

[0063] Fixed Circle Mean Intensity: In this method, a 
?xed circle of user speci?ed siZe is centered at each grid 
point 24 in the image segment 62 The mean intensity value 
of all pixels Within the circle is provided as the signal value 
of the image spot 10 in the image segment 62 and the mean 
intensity value of the surrounding pixels are reported as the 
background intensity levels. 

[0064] Fixed Circle Total Intensity: This method is similar 
to the Fixed Circle Mean Intensity method described above, 
except, total sum of all intensity values is provided in place 
of the mean values. 

[0065] Fixed Circle Segmented Intensity: This method is 
a combination of the above three methods Where the mean 
of certain prede?ned portion of the intensity values Within 
the circle is provided as the signal value and the mean of 
another prede?ned portion of the intensity values outside the 
circle is provided as the background intensity level. 

[0066] Automatic Circle Detection: This method is similar 
to Fixed Circle Segmented Intensity method except, an 
automatic spot detection method is used to localiZe each 
image spot 10 in the image segment 62. Such a detection 
method can comprise a Hough transform for circle detection, 
a match-?lter approach for optimum match betWeen ?lters 
of various siZes to the data, or other detection methods. 
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[0067] Other quanti?cation methods can also be utilized 
and are contemplated by the present invention. As such, the 
present invention provides an automatic method for re?ning 
the position of grid points 24 to optimally match the arrayed 
spot images 10 in micro-array images 12, using the dynamic 
elastic grid 22. The user need only specify the four corners 
42 of a region 18 in a micro-array image 12, and the number 
of roWs and columns of the image spots 10 in the micro 
array. Non-rectangular griddling patterns are also contem 
plated by the present invention. 

[0068] In another aspect, the present invention provides a 
computer system 34, described further beloW, for segmen 
tation of the frame 12 of image information including the 
plurality of spaced DNA spot images 10 corresponding to 
the plurality of DNA spots, said image information includ 
ing image intensity level information corresponding to said 
DNA spots. In one embodiment, the computer system com 
prises means for performing the above steps of the method 
of the present invention described herein and shoWn in 
FIGS. a and 3b. Said means include program instructions for 
con?guring a general purpose, or dedicated computer, to 
perform said steps. The present invention further provides a 
softWare system including program instructions for con?g 
uring a computer system to perform the above steps 
described herein and shoWn in FIGS. a and 3b. 

[0069] FIG. 8 illustrates an example general ?oW diagram 
for the program instructions of the computer system 34 and 
the softWare system of the present invention described 
above. Referring to the ?oW diagram, the program instruc 
tions include steps for: receiving and storing the image 
frame 12 in memory 14 (step 64); displaying the image 
frame 12 on the display 40 (step 66); obtaining four corners 
42 of the image region 18 selected by user via the input 
device 38 (step 68); generating the grid 22 of R roWs and C 
columns in the memory 14 as described above (step 70); 
forming a bounding box 52 of siZe r><r around a grid point 
(step 72); calculating the direction vector d as described 
above (step 74); calculating the direction vector e as 
described above (step 76); adjusting position of said grid 
point 24 With direction vectors d and e (step 78); displaying 
the adjusted grid 22 on the display 40 (step 80); determining 
if user is satis?ed With the adjusted grid 22 (step (82); if not, 
proceeding to step 72 to adjust other grid point positions, 
otherWise, proceeding to step 84 to segment the selected 
image 18 into segments 62 as described above; and quan 
tifying DNA spot image information for spot images 10 in 
the segments 62 as described above (step. 86). 

[0070] The program instructions can be implemented uti 
liZing a program language such as MatLabTM, C, Fortran, 
C++, and executed by a computer system 34 described 
beloW. Mathematical calculations and image display can be 
implemented utiliZing a simulation package or a math 
library such as MatLab, from MathWorksTM, located in 
Natick. The program instructions and related data are stored 
in the memory of the computer, to be executed by the 
processor to interact With the display, input device and 
storage in performing the steps described above. Alterna 
tively, the program instructions and related data can be used 
to program a dedicated graphics system to perform the 
above steps, the graphics system including a processor, a 
memory device, display, input device, storage and image 
input means such as a scanner. In such a system, DNA 
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micro-arrays are scanned into the memory device as image 
frames for processing as described above. 

[0071] The values provided by one or more of the above 
quanti?cation methods can be stored, as an ASCII ?le for 
example, and also saved in the memory 14 for comparison 
and display With similar quanti?ed values corresponding to 
one or more other DNA micro-array images 12 according to 
another aspect of the present invention. In addition to the 
control image 12, the user can also select one or more 
non-control images. The grid position determined in steps 
described above can be applied, With any user de?ned 
translation or transformation, to the non-control image to 
quantify expression values according to the quanti?cation 
methods described above. Typically, the control image 12 is 
generated by scanning a micro-array With one particular 
laser frequency, and the non-control image is generated by 
scanning the same micro-array With a different frequency 
laser. Different tags, each sensitive to one of the tWo laser 
frequencies are used to label DNA fragments from tWo 
different tissue types, e.g., healthy and diseased tissue. It is 
one of the main goals of micro-array data analysis to identify 
those sets of genes that are differentially expressed in 
different tissues. Extracted signal and background intensity 
levels for each gene (each DNA spot in the micro-array) can 
be displayed according to the present invention to visualiZe 
the differential gene expression levels betWeen the control 
and non-control images. 

[0072] Referring to FIG. 9, an embodiment of the steps of 
such a display method for displaying image information 
corresponding to a plurality of DNA spot images 10 of at 
least one DNA spot, the image information including image 
characteristic values including background and signal inten 
sity levels, comprises the steps of: (a) receiving image 
characteristic values for DNA spot images 10 in said control 
and non-control images (step 88); (b) for each DNA spot 
image 10: (1) extracting said background and signal inten 
sity levels from the image characteristic values for the spot 
image 10, and (2) determining difference values betWeen the 
background intensity levels and signal intensity levels (step 
90); and (c) for each DNA spot: (1) relating the correspond 
ing difference values to a range of graphic values, (2) 
selecting a graphic value for each difference value; and (3) 
displaying the selected graphic values (step 92). The graphic 
values can include graphic objects 93 and color character 
istic values as described beloW. 

[0073] Applying said display method to the control and 
non-control images described above, includes the steps of: 
(a) determining difference values betWeen the background 
intensity levels and the signal intensity levels for both the 
control and non-control images, (b) displaying both differ 
ence values for all spots in the micro-array using a plurality 
of graphic objects 93 such as pie charts 94 or bar graphs 96, 
each graphic object corresponding to a DNA spot, (c) 
probing each graphic object 93 to examine the expression 
levels, ratios, and other similar information, including dis 
playing corresponding image segments form the control and 
non-control images for a selected graphic object 93. 

[0074] Referring to FIG. 10, each difference value is 
associated to a segment 98 of a pie chart 94 having multiple 
segments, and the segments 98 as displayed a pie chart. The 
area of each segment 98 of each pie chart 94 can be a 
function of the magnitude of the associated difference value. 
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Further, color characteristic values can be assigned to the pie 
segments 98 by: (1) relating the corresponding difference 
values to a range of color characteristic values; (2) selecting 
a color characteristic value for each difference value; and (3) 
displaying the selected color characteristic value in the 
corresponding pie chart segments 98. As such, each pie chart 
segment 98 among a plurality of pie segments can have a 
different color characteristic value. The color characteristic 
values can include color, hue, brightness, intensity, and 
teXture. 

[0075] In the example pie chart embodiment 94 of the 
graphic objects 93 shoWn in FIG. 10, each pie chart 94 
includes at least tWo segments: (1) a segment representing 
difference values betWeen the background and signal inten 
sity levels of a spot image 10 in the control image, corre 
sponding to a DNA spot, and (2) another segment repre 
senting difference values betWeen the background and signal 
intensity levels of a spot image 10 in the non-control image, 
corresponding to said DNA spot. Each pie chart 94 can 
include additional segments for visualiZing other differences 
associated With images 10 of a DNA spot in additional 
non-control images. As shoWn in FIG. 10 the graphic 
objects 93 can be arranged, for eXample, in the order in 
Which their corresponding DNA spot images 10 appear in 
the control and non-control images. The user can also 
specify a different desired grouping of the graphic objects. 
The display arrangement can also be different from that of 
DNA spots. 

[0076] Referring to FIGS. Ila-d, the graphic objects 93 
are shoWn as the bar graphs 96, Wherein each difference 
value is associated to a segment 98 of a bar graph having 
multiple segments, and the segments are displayed as a bar 
graph. The arrangement, segment siZe and segment 
attributes of the bar graphs 96 can be identical to those of the 
pie charts 94 described above. Further, one or more type of 
the bar graphs 96 can be displayed in the same arrangement 
as shoWn for the pie charts 94 in FIG. 10. 

[0077] In another aspect, the present invention provides a 
computer system 34 for displaying image information cor 
responding to the plurality of DNA spot images 10 of at least 
one DNA spot, the image information including image 
characteristic values including background and signal inten 
sity levels. In one embodiment, the computer system 34 
comprises means for performing the steps of the display 
method described above. Said means include program 
instructions for con?guring a general purpose or dedicated 
computer to perform said steps. The present invention 
further provides a softWare system including program 
instructions for con?guring a computer system to perform 
the steps of said display method. 

[0078] FIG. 12 illustrates a general flow diagram for the 
program instructions of the display computer system and the 
display softWare system of the present invention described 
above. Referring to the flow diagram, the program instruc 
tions include steps for: receiving and storing said charac 
teristic values in memory 14 (step 100); selecting a DNA 
spot and corresponding DNA spot images’ characteristic 
values (ste 102); extracting background and signal intensity 
values for a image spot 10 (step 104); determining difference 
values betWeen said background and intensity values (step 
106); determining in step 108 if all spot images correspond 
ing to said DNA spot have been so processed; if not, 
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proceeding to step 104 to other spot images corresponding 
to said DNA spot, otherWise, relating the difference values 
to graphic values as described above (step 110); selecting a 
graphic value for each difference value as described above 
(step 112); displaying the selected graphic values as 
described above (step 114); and determining, in step 116 if 
all images for all DNA spots have been so processed, if not, 
proceeding to step 102 to process images for other DNA 
spots. 

[0079] The program instructions can be implemented uti 
liZing a program language such as MatLab, AVS/EXpert, and 
Java, and eXecuted by a computer system described beloW. 
Mathematical calculations can be implemented utiliZing a 
simulation package or a math library such as MatLab, from 
MathWorks. The program instructions and related data are 
stored in the memory of the computer, to be eXecuted by the 
processor to interact With the display, input device and 
storage in performing the steps described above. Alterna 
tively, the program instructions and related data can be used 
to program a dedicated graphics system to perform the 
above steps, the graphics system including a processor, a 
memory device, display, input device, storage and image 
input means such as a scanner. In such a system, DNA 
micro-arrays are scanned into the memory device as image 
frames for processing as described above. Alternatively, the 
program instructions and related data can be used to pro 
gram a dedicated graphics system to perform the above 
steps, the graphics system including a processor, a memory 
device, display, input device, storage and image input means 
such as a scanner. In such a system, DNA micro-arrays are 
scanned into the memory device as image frames for pro 
cessing as described above. 

[0080] A suitable computer system 34 for executing said 
program instructions can be a dedicated computer such as a 
computer dedicated to scanning micro-arrays and processing 
micro-array images, or a general purpose computer system 
such as a personal computer or a dedicated computer system. 
FIG. 13 shoWs a functional block diagram of the computer 
system 34 embodying the present. A central processing unit 
(CPU) 36 operates on program instructions in the memory 
14 using a processing unit 118. The CPU 36 also has a 
clock/calendar logic circuit 120 for maintaining an internal 
time/date clock. A storage device 122 for storing informa 
tion pertaining to micro-array images is connected to the 
CPU 36 over a bus 124. The micro-array images can be 
located on a ?le server 126 over a LAN or local to the CPU. 

A keyboard 128 or mouse 38 receives instructions from the 
user concerning the DNA image micro-array analysis as 
necessary. A scanner 130 alloWs scanning micro-arrays and 
obtaining images frames for processing as described above, 
and a printer 132 alloWs printing of images and data. The 
main memory 14 stores the program instructions implement 
ing the method of the present invention. An eXample of a 
computer system suitable is a microcomputer equipped With 
a Pentium IITM microprocessor running at 266 MHZ. Such 
a system is preferably equipped With at least 64 MB mega 
bytes of random access memory and a 2.0 GB hard drive. 
The system preferably runs an operating system such as the 
WindoWsTM operating environment. WindoWsTM is manu 
factured by Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Wash. 

[0081] Although the present invention has been described 
in considerable detail With regard to the preferred versions 
thereof, other versions are possible. Therefore, the appended 
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claims should not be limited to the descriptions of the 
preferred versions contained herein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for segmentation of a frame of image 

information including a plurality of spaced DNA spot 
images corresponding to a plurality of DNA spots, said 
image information including image intensity level informa 
tion corresponding to said DNA spots, the method compris 
ing the steps of: 

(a) storing the frame of image information in memory; 

(b) selecting a set of image information Within said frame 
including a selected set of the DNA spot images; 

(c) generating a grid in memory, the grid including a 
plurality of spaced grid points corresponding to said 
selected set of DNA spot images, the grid points having 
a prede?ned relationship, each grid point including 
position information indicating the position of the grid 
point Within said image frame; 

(d) segmenting the selected set of image information by 
selecting at least one image segment de?ning a segment 
area around a grid point and including a spot image; 
and 

(e) quantifying at least a portion of image information in 
said image segment to obtain image characteristic 
values for said image segment. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein said segment area is a 
function of the spacing betWeen said grid point and one or 
more neighboring grid points. 

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the image character 
istic values include DNA information for a DNA spot 
corresponding to the DNA spot image in said image seg 
ment, said DNA information including gene expression 
values. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the frame of image 
information includes a plurality of pixels each having an 
intensity level, and Wherein the step of quantifying includes: 
(i) sorting at least a portion of the pixel intensities Within 
said image segment, (ii) selecting a portion of said pixels, 
and (iii) computing an image characteristic value for the 
selected pixel values as function of the intensities of at least 
a portion of the selected pixel values. 

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the frame of image 
information includes a plurality of pixels each having an 
intensity level, and Wherein the step of quantifying includes: 
(i) selecting a subset of said pixels in said image segment, 
(ii) computing a ?rst image characteristic value as a function 
of at least a portion of the intensities of the selected pixel 
values, and (iii) computing a second image characteristic 
value as a function of intensities of at least a portion of pixels 
proximate said subset of pixels. 
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6. A softWare system for con?guring a computer system 
comprising a processor, and memory, for segmentation of a 
frame of image information including a plurality of spaced 
DNA spot images corresponding to a plurality of DNA spots, 
said image information including image intensity level and 
intra frame position information corresponding to said DNA 
spots, the softWare system comprising program instructions 
for: 

(a) storing the frame of image information in memory; 
(b) selecting a set of image information Within said frame 

including a selected set of the DNA spot images; 

(c) generating a grid in memory, the grid including a 
plurality of spaced grid points corresponding to said 
selected set of DNA spot images, the grid points having 
a prede?ned relationship, each grid point including 
position information indicating the position of the grid 
point Within said image frame; 

(d) segmenting the selected set of image information by 
selecting at least one image segment de?ning a segment 
area around a grid point and including a spot image; 
and 

(e) quantifying at least a portion of image information in 
said image segment to obtain image characteristic 
values for said image segment. 

7. The softWare system of claim 6, Wherein said segment 
area is a function of the spacing betWeen said grid point and 
one or more neighboring grid points. 

8. The softWare system of claim 6, Wherein said image 
characteristic values include DNA information for a DNA 
spot corresponding to the DNA spot image in said image 
segment, said DNA information including gene expression 
values. 

9. The softWare system of claim 6, Wherein the frame of 
image information includes a plurality of pixels each having 
an intensity level, and Wherein the program instructions for 
quantifying include program instructions for: sorting all 
the pixel intensities Within said image segment, (ii) selecting 
a portion of said pixels, (iii) computing an image charac 
teristic value for the selected pixel values as function of the 
intensities of at least a portion of the selected pixel value. 

10. The softWare system of claim 6, Wherein the frame 
image information includes a plurality of pixels each having 
an intensity level, and Wherein the program instructions for 
quantifying include program instructions for: selecting a 
subset of said pixels in said image segment, (ii) computing 
a ?rst image characteristic value as a function of at least a 
portion of the intensities of the selected pixel values, and 
(iii) computing a second image characteristic value as a 
function of intensities of at least a portion of pixels proxi 
mate said subset of pixels. 

* * * * * 


